
TEACHER GUIDE
Introduction (10 minutes)
Teacher checks attendance of students.a) Apperception : (5 minutes)Shows pictures about angle in daily life, gives some questions in order to explore student knowledge about angle. Therefore, teacher can check prerequisite skill about angle that students already had.b) Motivation : (3 minutes)Gives motivation about the importance of angle in daily life, such that how to sit in the right angle so that can protect our bone, etc. Then, explain the context is about a house and its equipment in daily life.c) Goal : (2 minutes)Informing students about the learning objectives, that students should:1. Understand position of two lines through concrete objects.2. Know the symbol and unit of angle which is often used.3. Able to measure the size of angles by a protractor.4. Understand the differences types of angle (acute angle, right angle, obtuse angle, and straight angle).
Main Activity (60 minutes)
a) Exploration : (35 minutes)1. Shows pictures about line in daily life by power point. (situational)2. Shows pictures of box and its nets by power point.3. Make sure that student should be interactive with the material in power point4. Asking the segments of the box that describe in power point.5. Asking about two parallel segments, two intersecting segments, and two crossing segments of the box nets that presented.6. Dividing students into some groups.7. Playing a straw then bend it to make an angle. (model off)8. Giving student a worksheet.9. Guiding the group which is still does not understand with the problem in the worksheet.10. Guiding to measure the size of angle by a protractor. (model for)11. Choose a group to present their work in front of class then solve the problem on the worksheet by their own way. (abstract symbol)12. Giving chance for another group to ask about the problem in the worksheet to group that presenting in front of class.13. If the group cannot solve the problem, giving back the question to another group until it can be solved.14. Asking the group how to measure the size of angle by a protractor.



b) Elaboration : (15 minutes)1. Break all groups into normal class.2. Guides students with the question: What are the symbol and the unit of angle which is often used?3. Guides students with the question: Can you mention what types of angle that you have known? What is the difference between them?c) Confirmation : (10 minutes)1. Ask the students to find out what they do not understand.2. Do dialogue to make clear students’ understanding and give feed-back.
Closing (10 minutes)
1. Guides students to make reflection what they have studied today.2. Giving individual test.


